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JOURNEY MAP
A caller reports domestic
violence to 000

It is important to note that
this is just once specific
type of journey which may
occur. Intimate Partner
Violence (IPV) paves an
extremely unpredictable
and devastating journey for
the parties involved, and
there is no one ‘formula’
which can fully capture the
scope or severity of abuse.

Call comes onto the police
radio

Call comes onto ambulance
radio

!
Dispatcher receives the call
and allocates car crews

Ambulance dispatcher
receives call and radios
ambulance

The job goes through the
police radio with operators on
the other side

Job comes in on MDT (medical
display terminal in ambulance)

If police are busy…

Police operator dispatches
ambulance

!

MDT:

Mobile Data Terminals are
computerised devices located within
most ambulances and police cars.
The MDT display maps and safety
information relevant to the job at
hand, assisting first responders.

!
The job circulates on the
police radio system or CAD
until it can be handled. Jobs
are prioritised by danger risk,
making domestic violence a
high priority

Ambulance dispatched

CAD:

Computer Aided Dispatch is a tool
helping first responders by helping
prioritise and dispatching
emergency services. It can either
be used to send messages to the
dispatchee via a mobile data
terminal (MDT) and/or used to
store and retrieve data.

!

A police car crew
awkowledges job and call sign
shows up on monitor

Ambulance waits on street
around corner

The car crew asks for the
incident details over the radio

Ambulance crews can’t enter a
violent incident without police
backup, so ask police radio for
ETA and wait for backup

If the radio is busy...

!

Police check case on MDT for
intel on situation and CNI
number

The police car crew shows up
on the scene and radios the
ambulance

Sees the notification that
police are on site through
radio and MDT

The police pull around the side
or the back of the house

Paramedics make their way to
the house

CNI Number:

A Central Names Index number is a
number assigned to any individual
involved within an incident. This
differs from a crimminal record as
even a witness, the person reporting,
victim or offender, is allocated a CNI
number. Police use this to keep track
of more enriched information and
they can flag more things (e.g. if
certain victims are being targeted
repeatedly).

The police observes the
context on arrival; (i.e. signs of
damaged property, yelling)

Breach of the Peace:

A Breach of the Peace is
behaviour which is not an
offence, but is a tell-tale sign
that someone is likely to
commit other offences. In this
scenario, a breach of the peace
would be the police officers
tresspassing onto the property
of the abuser or victim.

If there is evidence of
domestic violence...

Police have option to enter
without asking victim
permission (to avoid breach of
the peace)

The police supervisor shows
up or is contacted, and talks to
the car crew about what
information they could glean

Police knocks the door and
asks the parties whether they
can enter

If the parties aren’t
cooperating...

Police can ring up the
Chamber Magistrate and gain
a warrant to enter house

Police enters the house

Paramedics enters the house
after the police

Police tries to separate the
parties of victim and abuser

Paramedics ask what injuries
the victims have and how they
got them (the patient often
doesn’t tell the truth)

Work out what’s happened
and see if there’s been a
breach of the law

Paramedics assess the patient
for physical injuries

Chamber Magistrate:

The Chamber Magistrate is a legal
service which provides
information about the options
prior to, and during court
proceedings. Although this is a
legal service it can’t represent
actors in the Court itself.

If a female officer is on site....

Female police officer talks to
the victim

Talk to the parties involved

DVEC recording:

A DVEC is a Domestic Violence
Evidence in Chief recording (often
a video recording) of the victim
giving their statement. DVECS are
used to capture the physical and
emotional state of the victim,
evidence which is hard to replicate
later in court.

REC
Get statements from parties
or get a DVEC for court

Comfort patient and assess
for mental health state
(distress and anxiety levels)

?
Try and remove victim from
the perpetrator

Asks patient what they would
like done (strongly
recommend hospital)

AVO :

An Apprehended Violence Order
is a statutory order of the court to
protect and prevent future threats
to the victims of domestic
violence. An AVO works similarly
to a restraining order, in the sense
that it places restrictions on the
abuser and limits their actions. An
AVO may also be extended to the
children of a domestic violence
victim.

?
Work out if an AVO is
temporarily needed on the
perpertrator

Transports to hospital

Hospital receives the patient

Police can press charges
nonetheless about thee
victim’s mindset

In the ambulance, the patient
is more likely to open up
about the violence when the
police aren’t present

The nurses and doctors find
out what they can from the
paramedics

Returns to station (optional)

Gets to the hospital and
paramedics will inform the
hospital staff about what’s
happened

Assesses the physical health
of the victim and her unborn
child

Logs report and adds the job
to their running sheet (i.e.
tasking sheet)

Returns to station

!
Put the patient details in the
hospital EMR

If a child is deemed at risk,
communicate the details to
the child well-being unit in the
police

!

Conducts the necessary
treatment for the patient’s
injuries

Child well-being unit will
notify DoCS

If the patient’s partner is
deemed a threat...

The victim can see a social
worker to sort out a plan from
there

Place the patient on lock
down where the hospital can
veto the abuser from visiting

Logs mandatory report on
ambulance intranet

If the hospital staff don’t
inform the paramedics that
they’ve notified DoCS...
The patient may see
psychologists if appropriate
If the child is
deemed at risk...

DoCS :

DoCS is the Department of Family
& Community Services which are
concerned with the wellbeing and
safety of children involved in
situations of abuse, risk, or neglect.
If notified, DoCS will make an
assessment on the child’s context,
and in most circumstances, the
child will be removed from the
mother if deemed ‘at risk.’
Notify DoCS about the child at
risk involved in the situation

Nurses help patient recover
from their injuries while a
social worker talks to them

Police may arrive at the
hospital to question the victim
further and get a statement
If the victim wants to take
the matter to court...

?
Nurses ask the patient what
they would like done

Watch the victim return to the
abuser

The police builds up a case
against the perpetrator

Victim returns home to the
abuser

The social worker runs the
patient through a safety plan
of escape

The victim has to show up in
order to present DVEC or any
evidence (as defense can’t
cross examine a video)

The victim choosing to return back
home to the abuser is a common
trend with cases of IPV. At the end
of the day, services can’t do
anything if the victim wants to
return to her partner. As a result of
this, this journey will often be
repeated for victims who remain
in abusive relationships,
contributing to the vicious cycle of
abuse.

Social worker makes
arrangements for services (i.e.
shelters) to help the victim

Pernament AVO established
by the court

If the victim wants to
escape the abuser...

Police regulate the AVO and
make sure that it’s not violated

